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Competition is beneficial for
companies

Level playing field

Easier entrance to the market

Improved competitiveness and 
export position

Improved investment climate



Competition is beneficial for
Consumers

Lower prices

Better service

Improved quality

More innovation



Competition is beneficial for the
Economy

Beneficial for consumers

Beneficial for companies

________________________ +

Beneficial for economy
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Rules of the game

Collaboration between companies, and having a 
dominant position are allowed ...

... but:

1. no cartels

2. no abuse of a dominant position

and:

3. obligation to report major mergers and 
acquisitions



What are cartels?

agreements or coordination
between companies…

- including gentlemen’s agreements, oral 
agreements, coordinated behavior, decisions 
by associations of undertakings

… restricting competition

- exploitative or exclusionary



Examples of hardcore cartels

Price cartel
- agreement between competitors on sales 
prices, margins etc.

Bid rigging
- pre-alignment between competitors in 
tender processes

Market allocation
- competitors allocate geographic areas, 
customers or products
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Not all restrictions are forbidden:
• exemptions (ontheffing)

- pros versus cons

- does not apply to hardcore infringements

• de minimis (bagatel)
- <30% market share

- does not apply to hardcore infringements

• group dispensation (groepsvrijstelling)
- no group dispensations yet

Exceptions





When does a company have a 
dominant position?

Strong position in the market
- ≥ 60% market share always dominant 

position, > 50% presumably
- competition and market entry are 

important factors

Dominant position not prohibited
- but stricter rules because of risk that a 
dominant company abuses its position



Relevant market and market shares

Product and geographic market
– considered substitutes by consumer 
– guidelines European Commission (Commission Notice on 

the definition of relevant market)

Calculation of market shares
– Sometimes need to use ‘best estimates’ due to 

information constraints

FTAC can request information to verify
– turnover and volume of sales to calculate market 

shares 



Examples of possible abuse

Exclusivity agreements
- Prohibiting customers to purchase from competitors

Tying
- Only sell product A in combination with product B

Refusal to supply
- Refusal to deliver to a specific customer without good 

reason and no alternative available

Excessive pricing
- No reasonable relation to economic value



Notification obligation mergers

Only major mergers and acquisitions
1. combined turnover ANG 125 million, at least two companies 

ANG 15 million on Curaçao; or
- for financial institutions instead of turnover income from interest, 

securities, commission, financial transactions and other income

- for insurance companies instead of turnover gross premiums as described 
in the Landsverordening Toezicht Verzekeringsbedrijf

2. creation or strengthen 30% market share on Curaçao

No fundamental review (yet) 

Evaluation in 5 years
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Legal tasks FTAC

Enforcement of National Ordinance
- market research
- assessing exemption applications and merger 

notifications 
- informal guidance
- investigation of possible violations and 

enforcement 

Advising the government
- solicited and unsolicited



FTAC’s authority

Request information

Interviews

Dawn raid
- Also private residences with permission 

of attorney general

Obligation to co-operate
- under penalty of fines



Dawn raids

Inspection decision 
- scope of investigation (artikel 6.3 Lv) 

Duty to cooperate
- Police assistance when necessary (6.2 Lv) 
- Under penalty of fines 
- Nemo tenetur (6.4 Lv)

Legal assistance
- Legal professional privilege (artikel 6.5 Lv) 
- Ook voor juridisch advies advocaat bij onderneming



Enforcement

Fines
- first violation can be fined for hardcore infringements
- up to 10% of annual turnover
- also fines for procedural violations (e.g. refusal to 

provide requested information) 

Binding instructions
- other violations first instruction as warning and for 

clarity rules, fine when instructions are not followed 
- in case of urgency also precautionary in abuse cases

Orders subject to an incremental penalty
- adjust behavior under threat penalty
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What can you do?

Create awareness of the rules

Brochures, notification forms and exemption 
forms on our website www.ftac.cw

Informal guidance and discussion 

- Also possible on a no-names basis

Pre-notification meetings

http://www.ftac.cw/


What can you do?

Notifications, tips, and signals

Apply for exemption, notify mergers and
acquisitions

Feel free to ask question to FTAC



Any questions?

www.ftac.cw

FairTradeCuracao


